
CVP Impack
Product features: 

Min: 180 x 240 x 30 mm
Max: 615 x 615 x 271 mm 

or 530 x 615 x 350 mm

Capacity: 
500 cartons / h

Product features:
Min: 240 x 180 x 100 mm
Max: 536 x 615 x 400 mm

or 610 x 615 x 326 mm

The CVP Impack creates customized cartons in quantities of 1:
The system measures the products and determines the required package size per shipping
order. The products are then packed automatically. The finished package is weighed and
labeled within the machine process - so a tailor-made package leaves the system every 7
seconds!

PACKAGING SYSTEMS
3D Packaging Solutions

The CVP EVEREST has a maximum flexibility of up to 1,100 packages per hour.
It is divided into 2 units:

Infeed of articles with automatic box erector
Automatic lid module with shipping label applicator

CVP Everest

The corrugated board
multi-feeder
automatically feeds
corrugated board of the
correct width for
different packaging sizes
and minimizes
corrugated board waste

Dual induct station enables
maximum operator and
machine performance

3D scanner records the
exact size of each order and
determines the optimum
box

Case erector produces a
volume-optimized box for
your products

Two lid modules work in parallel
to enable a constantly high
output

The scale records the weight in
the machine outlet and can be
used for order control or for the
shipping label

Shipping labels are applied
to the parcel in the final
step. This allows the order
to be transported directly
to the outgoing goods 

One to three corrugated board
feeders possible for different
packaging sizes. Continuous feed
for optimum packaging process

Single or dual induct station

3D product scanner generates 3D
image of each specific order and
determines minimum box size

The Tape Station tapes the boxes on
two sides. Easy to reuse for returns

The weighing station checks whether the weight
matches the order data and sends the data to your WMS

In the final step, the label is created
and applied to the programmed
position on the package

Fit-to-size box creation. Cardboard
packaging is adapted to the 3D scan
and folded around the products. No
WMS data required.
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Pack single-orders or multi-orders, rigid or flexible products; all in a seamless process that
speeds up the delivery of shipping orders - more reliably and efficiently than ever before.

With the XPROMA-WCS, we can also provide you with various interfaces to the system
with which, for example, the feeding of customer- and/or country-specific
flyers/documents can be controlled at the infeed of the packaging machine.

Low power consumption
The CVP systems have the lowest
power consumption in their
performance class

Shipping costs
Bis zu 50% weniger Transportvolumen! 

Less packaging
Up to 20 % less material consumption
compared to ready-made cartons!

Customer experience
Avoidance of filling material
Avoidance of plastic films
Returnability, 
Reusability of the packaging

Warehousing
Reduction of inventory costs
Use of variable plano cardboard packaging

Staff shortages
The CVP solutions compensate for:
approx. 10 packing stations -> CVP-Impack
approx. 20 packing stations -> CVP-Everest
Master peak times without additional staff

Your advantages

https://xproma.com/product/centralx_wcs/

